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Introduction
An important goal of carbon cycle research is to quantify the exchange of carbon between land, ocean, and atmosphere on large scales [Ciais et al., 2010; Peylin et al., 2013] . This can be achieved by budgeting the inputs and outputs of carbon to the atmosphere. The methods, commonly referred to as atmospheric inverse modeling, make use of atmospheric measurements of CO 2 to infer the exchange fluxes [Enting and Newsam, 1990; Enting, 2002; Peylin et al., 2013] . To improve the availability of measurements, remote sensing techniques have been developed for retrieving column-averaged CO 2 mole fractions (XCO 2 ) from satellites' observed spectral radiances [Crisp et al., 2004; Yokota et al., 2009; Boesch et al., 2011; Butz et al., 2011] . This approach is particularly promising in remote regions, for example, in the Tropics and at high latitudes that are difficult to measure from the ground. The challenge, however, is to measure CO 2 from space at sufficient precision (∼1 ppm) and accuracy (<0.5 ppm) [Ingmann, 2009; Buchwitz et al., 2011] (with accuracy defined as the systematic component of measurement uncertainty). It has been shown that inverse-modeling-derived CO 2 fluxes are particularly sensitive to systematic errors, with significant impacts even at the sub-ppm level [Houweling et al., 2010; Basu et al., 2013] . This poses a challenge not only to the design of instruments and the retrieval of data but also to the accuracy of transport models.
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TANSO-FTS on board the Japanese Greenhouse Gas Observing Satellite (GOSAT) is the first instrument that has been designed to reach sufficient accuracy for estimating surface fluxes [Yokota et al., 2009] . Advances in instrument calibration and retrieval methods led to rapid improvements in data quality over the years [Oshchepkov et al., 2013; Yoshida et al., 2013] . To assess the quality of the GOSAT-retrieved XCO 2 data, comparisons have been made with in situ measurements from the Total Column Carbon Observing Network (TCCON) of on-ground Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) instruments [Wunch et al., 2011] . The results point to precision and accuracies in the range of 1-2 ppm [Reuter et al., 2013; Oshchepkov et al., 2013] .
Meanwhile, GOSAT retrievals have been used for estimation of CO 2 sources and sinks in several studies [Maksyutov et al., 2013; Basu et al., 2013; Saeki et al., 2013; Chevallier et al., 2014; Takagi et al., 2014; Reuter et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2014] . As discussed in these papers, sizable differences are found between inversions using surface and satellite data, sometimes exceeding 1 PgC/yr on the subcontinental scale. Concerns are raised that such differences may not be realistic [Basu et al., 2013; Chevallier et al., 2014] , motivated in part by strong sensitivities to bias corrections to the satellite data, although independent verification remains difficult in most cases. A few studies [Basu et al., 2013; Saeki et al., 2013; Chevallier et al., 2014] mention meridional shifts in the terrestrial carbon sink when using GOSAT data, but the attribution to specific regions varies. Chevallier et al. [2014] report large and opposing biospheric flux adjustments using GOSAT for Europe (>0.5 PgC/yr increased uptake) and Northern Africa (>0.5 PgC/yr increased release) that are broadly consistent with the results of Basu et al. [2013] . Saeki et al. [2013] also report increased CO 2 release from Northern Africa but attribute the increased uptake in the Northern Hemisphere to Boreal Asia. Reuter et al. [2014] concentrate their analysis on an increased uptake over Europe using GOSAT and conclude that the understanding of the European carbon sink has to be revisited. Generally, the inversion-derived fluxes are difficult to compare because of the different time frames of the inversions, differences in the definition of regions, and the measurements used for evaluating their performance.
The primary aim of our model intercomparison is to improve the comparability of the results of GOSAT inversions, to assess the robustness of the derived fluxes, and to investigate any common signals that may point to new evidence brought in by the satellite. For this purpose, the results of GOSAT inversions are compared with the use of only surface measurements, or a combination of satellite and surface measurements. Our experimental setup does not pose any restrictions on the retrieval data set, transport model, or inversion method to be used. As a result, the range of inversion results reflects the overall uncertainty as much as possible, which is an essential requirement for investigating robustness. The experimental protocol that is used by the participants only takes care of obtaining single model contributions that are internally consistent and allow a one-to-one comparison to other models. Because the model submissions differ in several aspects, this experiment is not suitable for tracing back the causes of specific model-to-model differences or to determine the relative importance of specific steps in the data processing chain. However, an attempt will be made to determine the contribution of differences between satellite retrievals and inverse modeling methods to the overall range of results by comparing our results to Takagi et al. [2014] who specifically address the impact of retrieval uncertainties. The performance of our inversions is tested using independent measurements from aircraft campaigns and total column measurements from the TCCON network. The results are used as a benchmark to weigh the contributions of individual models in multimodel averages. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental protocol, the participating groups, and their inversions. Section 3 presents results of the performance evaluation and weighted averages of inversion-estimated surface fluxes. The inversion results are analyzed further focusing on seasonal cycle amplitudes and the latitudinal gradient (section 4), leading to the main outcomes of this study, which are summarized in section 5.
Methods
Inverse modeling calculations have been performed for the period from 1 June 2009 to 1 June 2010. An overview of the groups participating in the experiment, and the models and methods that were used, is given in Table 1 . As mentioned earlier, no restrictions were imposed on the use of specific measurements, prior fluxes, or optimization methods. Results were requested for inversions using only GOSAT data, only surface data, and for a combination of surface and GOSAT data (referred to as GOSAT-only, Flask, and GOSAT+Flask). However, as shown in Table 1 not all groups submitted results of GOSAT inversions with and without surface measurements. Inversion-estimated surface fluxes were requested on a common global 1 ∘ × 1 ∘ grid and monthly time resolution, separating the contributions from fossil fuel use, land biosphere, and oceans. The land biosphere fluxes account for land use change, including emissions from biomass burning and wild fires.
To evaluate the inversion-optimized fits to the data, data vectors were collected including times, coordinates, and assumed uncertainties of the inverted data as well as the inversion-derived prior and posterior residuals.
As can be seen in Table 1 , we have seven different atmospheric transport models, with two groups using GEOS-Chem [Bey et al., 2001] . Notice, however, that besides transport, the GEOS-Chem inversions are quite different, with UoT using the variational approach [Henze et al., 2007] and UoE an ensemble Kalman filter [Feng et al., 2009] applied to 100 land and 44 ocean regions. The Gelca model [Ganshin et al., 2012] uses the Eulerian global model NIES8.1 [Belikov et al., 2011] , in combination with the Flexpart 8.0 Lagrangian particle dispersion model [Stohl et al., 2005] . The other models are described in further detail in Kawa et al. [2004] et al., 2012] is most common (5 models), but our ensemble also represents retrievals from RemoteC [Butz et al., 2011] , University of Leicester [Boesch et al., 2011] , and PPDF-S [Oshchepkov et al., 2012] . For surface measurements the inversions make use of either measurement-derived GLOBALVIEW-CO 2 data set [GLOBALVIEW-CO2, 2009] or in situ and flask measurements made available by NOAA-ESRL [Dlugokencky et al., 2013] and the World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG). Besides NOAA-ESRL, measurements from the following surface networks were used: CSIRO, EC, JMA, SIO, and NIWA (see http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcggforfurtherinformation).
To evaluate the performance of the inversions, the optimized models were sampled corresponding to the times and coordinates of a selection of aircraft and total column measurements (see Table 2 ). In section 3, the skill of the model to reproduce these data is used to weigh the contribution of each model in the presented flux averages. As will be explained in further detail in the next section, this weighing is done in several ways to assess to the robustness of averages of posterior fluxes derived from the ensemble of inversions.
Results

Inversion Performance
The performance of the inversions has been tested by analyzing the inversion-optimized concentrations. Figure 1 shows frequency distributions of GOSAT fit residuals for the GOSAT-only and GOSAT+Flask inversions. Note that not all modeling groups submitted results for both inversions, which explains why some colors show up only in one of the two panels. The results of the models for which both inversions are available do not show significant differences in shape or width of the frequency distributions between inversions with and without the use of surface measurements. In case surface and satellite data impose conflicting constraints, this could cause the distribution of fit residuals to widen up for the GOSAT+Flask inversion, which is not evident from Figure 1 . Some differences between the frequency distributions can be explained by differences in the treatment of the GOSAT measurements in the inversions. For example, NIES uses monthly averaged GOSAT data over 5 ∘ × 5 ∘ grid boxes, which explains the relatively narrow frequency distribution. Some models, such as SRON, LSCE, and UoT apply a stricter filtering of the GOSAT data than others, which is not clearly reflected in the width of the distribution. Normalizing the residuals by the corresponding data uncertainties leads to some convergence of the curves in Figure 1 indicating that the assumed data uncertainty and the representation of model errors play a role, although this does not change the ordering of the widths. The widths of the frequency distributions closely reflect the data uncertainty that is used, amounting to 1.6 ppm on average. Besides the treatment of the measurements, several other factors influence the size of the fit residuals, such as the size of the state vector and the assumed a priori flux uncertainty.
Further information about the performance of the inversions is obtained by comparing the optimized models to independent measurements (see Figure 2 and Table 2 ). Independence is guaranteed for the aircraft measurements but a lesser extent for the TCCON and the surface measurements. TCCON data are commonly used to test the GOSAT satellite retrievals, and the surface measurement data set includes sites of the NOAA-ESRL flask network that are used in the Flask and GOSAT+Flask inversions. The impact of this is clearly seen in the corresponding panel of Figure 2 , which shows the most pronounced improvement in model skill when surface measurements are included in the inversion. The comparisons to aircraft data do not show significant differences in performance between inversions with and without GOSAT data. The HIPPO and CONTRAIL aircraft measurement programs show rather divers results, with a more pronounced clustering of results per model than per inversion type. For comparison to CONTRAIL, we exclude measurements collected below 5 km to avoid polluted conditions near airports during takeoff and landing. The models show a better agreement Figure 1 . Frequency distributions of fit residuals between GOSAT measurements and inversion-optimized models for inversions (left) using GOSAT in combination with surface measurements and (right) using only GOSAT data. with the NOAA flights than with HIPPO/CONTRAIL, which is explained by the higher altitudes that are reached by the latter and the difficulty to simulate variations in cross tropopause transport. In particular, for the passenger aircraft program CONTRAIL, a large fraction of the data is collected at cruise altitude (i.e., near the tropopause). After filtering out data collected above 10 km, the Taylor plots for HIPPO/CONTRAIL and NOAA look much more similar (not shown). The TCCON total column measurements show the best agreement, but do not discriminate strongly between the approaches. Since GOSAT retrievals are commonly evaluated using TCCON data, a good agreement is expected, in particular, for the RemoTeC retrieval which uses bias corrections based on TCCON data. Note that the performance of the models in the Taylor plots do not correspond to the ordering of the widths of the frequency distribution functions in Figure 1 .
As mentioned earlier, the independent data evaluation is used to derive the weights needed to calculate weighted-averaged surface fluxes. Looking at the results in Figure 2 , however, there are no obvious systematic differences in the relative performance of the models. Since there is no unique approach to derive the weights, the outcome will depend on the approach that is taken (e.g., on how we weigh the evaluation data themselves). For this reason a few different approaches are taken as explained below, which allow us to test the sensitivity of our results to the weighting method. Table 3 summarizes the weights that were used per model and weighing method.
As can be seen in the table, the weighing method W1 simply applies the same weight to each model. This method makes it difficult to compare the results of the three inversion types, since some groups did not submit results for GOSAT-only and GOSAT+Flask. Weighing method W2 accounts for this problem by including only those models that submitted results for both inversions types. Weighting methods W4 and W5 use the inverse RMS difference between the evaluation data sets and the optimized models as weights. Surface data are excluded from the weighing, because they are not independent of the data that are used in the inversions. Equal weighing of each measurement in the RMS calculation would result in a disproportionally strong weight to the CONTRAIL program. In W4, each aircraft campaign receives equal weight, and the TCCON measurements receive a double weight to balance the aircraft and total column measurements. In W5, programs that deliver more data are assigned a larger weight, but to limit the impact they are weighted by the square root of the number of measurements. Note that the CAO submissions receive no weight in the RMS-based weighing, because they did not submit the evaluation data set. Weighting method W3 excludes models with an identified problem in the evaluation data set (CAO: because no data were available, UoT: because of an incomplete aircraft evaluation data set). Interestingly, the RMS-derived weights W4 and W5 also point out that, on average, combining all independent evaluation data sets (i.e., without the surface data), the inversions using GOSAT data perform slightly better than the inversions using only surface data.
Posterior Fluxes
Inversion-estimated carbon fluxes are analyzed after integration over the 12 month target period of the experiment (1 June 2009 to 1 June 2010) and integration over a large range of spatial scales. The 1 ∘ × 1 ∘ scale of the submitted fluxes is not very useful as it shows differences in the region definition and spatial resolution of the underlying models. The comparisons become more interesting after spatial aggregation to the subcontinental regions of the transport model intercomparison project TRANSCOM (see http://transcom.project.asu.edu). These regions were introduced by Gurney et al. [2002] and are commonly used for analyzing regional to subcontinental-scale carbon fluxes. For convenience the map of regions is included (see Figure 3) . Comparisons of inversion-derived fluxes for each TRANSCOM region can be found in the supporting information.
As expected, the best agreement between the inverse models is found at the largest scales, which are best resolved by the measurements. This is true, in particular, for the global and annual integral, which should reflect the observed annual increase of the background CO 2 mole fraction. The results in Figure 4 confirm that this is the case. The different weighting approaches of Table 3 are shown in different colors. Averaged over all weighting methods, global fluxes decrease by close to 2 PgC/yr compared to the a priori fluxes. This is explained by the use of ecosystem models that are close to carbon neutral on an annual basis, as can be seen in the "Global land" panel of Figure 4 .
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Figure 3. TRANSCOM region map [Gurney et al., 2002] used for integration of subcontinental surface fluxes.
The global uncertainty, as measured by the weighted standard deviation of the models, reduces from 1.7 to 0.5 PgC/yr for the Surface-only inversions. When GOSAT data are added, this uncertainty increases to 0.9 PgC/yr. An uncertainty increase, despite an improvement in the availability of data, points to differences between the statistics of the actual constraints on the inversions (a priori fluxes and measurements), from the assumed uncertainties (as specified in the data and flux error covariance matrices). Toward smaller scales the ratio of flux and uncertainty quickly reduces, for example, from 8.6 on the global scale to 2.2 for the net carbon uptake of the global terrestrial biosphere. On the scale of individual TRANSCOM regions, uncertainties may exceed the fluxes leading to flux/uncertainty ratios smaller than 1, for example, for Eurasian Temperate (0.6), and South American Tropical (0.5). On that scale, ratios vary typically between 0.5 and 2, depending also on the size of the mean flux.
We have compared the standard deviations of the inversion estimates (i.e., the size of the error bars for the GOSAT+Flask inversions in Figure 4 ) with the corresponding variations in the inversion results of Takagi et al. [2014] . The latter represent the impact of using different GOSAT retrievals, when keeping everything else (model, prior fluxes, etc.) the same. The average uncertainty across all the TRANSCOM regions with significant uncertainty reduction due to the use of GOSAT and Surface data is 0.41 TgC/yr in our study, compared to 0.25 TgC/yr in Takagi et al. [2014] . The selected regions are those of Figure 3c in Takagi et al. [2014] , for which the uncertainty reduction exceeds 10%. These are all TRANSCOM land regions except North America Boreal and Temperate, Australia, and Tropical Asia. With an estimate of the total uncertainty and the contribution of the GOSAT retrieval scheme, we can make a rough estimate of the error contribution of all other components of the inversion. If we assume that the retrieval and inversion components are independent, so that they can be combined as squared sums, the contribution of the inversion is about 0.3 TgC/yr, which is comparable or even larger than that of the retrieval.
Comparing inversions with and without the use of GOSAT data, the most salient feature is a shift in the biospheric uptake from the Tropics to temperate and Boreal latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. To measure this difference, we integrate the TRANSCOM regions "South American Tropical," "Northern Africa," and "Tropical Asia" into a region called "Tropical Land," and the temperate and Boreal regions of North America and Asia together with TRANSCOM region "Europe" into "NH. Extratropical Land." As can be seen in Figure 4 the shift in C uptake between these regions amounts to 0.98 PgC/yr. Judging from the associated uncertainties, this shift may not seem significant. However, as we will show later, the error bars in Figure 4 are highly correlated, concealing a signal that is in fact rather systematic across the models. The TRANSCOM regions that contribute most to the increased uptake in the Extratropical Northern hemisphere are Europe (0.7 PgC/yr), North American Temperate (0.35 Tg/yr), and North America Boreal (0.1 Tg/yr). The increased CO 2 release in the Tropics is dominated by Northern Africa (0.9 Pg/yr), followed by Tropical South America (0.11 Pg/yr), and Tropical Asia (0.09 PgC/yr). Some of these regional differences are not significant given the range of model estimates. However, the dipole between Northern Africa and Europe is so large that it calls for an explanation.
To demonstrate that the shift in the direction of more tropical carbon release and more temperate and Boreal carbon uptake is indeed systematic, the results are plotted per model and inversion in Figure 5 . As can be seen, all models, except NIES, shift the uptake toward higher latitudes. For most models the shift is larger when GOSAT data are taken into account, except for NIES which shows large shifts already in the Surface-only inversion. Based on aircraft profile measurements, Stephens et al. [2007] constrained the ratio between tropical and extratropical carbon uptake. The range of fluxes supported by this study is indicated by the gray bands in Figure 5 . Only three of our Surface-only inversions satisfy this constraint, with three others just outside the gray band. Adding GOSAT data, all the inversion move further away from the Stephens et al. [2007] supported range except for the UoT and NIES GOSAT+Flask inversions.
To further investigate the cause of the increased carbon uptake in the Northern Hemisphere as derived from GOSAT we focus our attention on the European-African dipole, as it seems to be a key driver of this phenomenon. We verified that the dipole is systematic across models, by plotting the corresponding fluxes in the format of Figure 5 . A similar relationship is found (not shown), with a mean shift in the annual flux of 0.8 ± 0.7 PgC/yr. Figure 6 separates the sink over Europe into its seasonal components. Plotting the difference with and without the use of GOSAT data results in tight relationships, demonstrating that the increased sink is explained primarily by increased carbon update during summer. Note that "summer" is defined rather loosely as the period from May to August. This choice is motivated by the wish to combine months when the GOSAT data coverage at European latitudes is relatively favorable. Likewise, the "winter" months, from November to February, are those for which the opposite is true. To facilitate the interpretation of this figure a one-to-one line is plotted. The distance from this line is a measure of the fraction of the annual sink that is explained by the respective seasons. As can be seen in Figure 6 , results for the May to August period stay close to this line, whereas the results for November to February have almost no component in this direction. We varied the selection of months to investigate whether this results is particularly sensitive to a specific month, which turns out not to be the case (not shown). The question remains whether this result has any implications for the GOSAT-induced strengthening of the carbon uptake in the NH Extratropics, which will be discussed further in the next section.
Discussion
In this section, we will attempt to answer the question whether the GOSAT-induced shift in carbon uptake from the Tropics to the Northern Hemispheric Extratropics might be real, despite the fact that this shift brings their ratio outside the Stephens et al. [2007] supported range. Meanwhile, we have narrowed down the main origin of the shift to the European summer. An increased carbon uptake over Europe using GOSAT data is consistent with recent studies by Chevallier et al. [2014] and Reuter et al. [2014] . The latter study isolated the influence of GOSAT data over Europe, which implies that the strengthened uptake is driven by regional rather than large-scale observational constraints. Their estimate of the European biospheric sink of 1.03 ± 0.3 PgC/yr for 2010 is rather consistent with what we find for June 2009 to June 2010 (1.03 ± 0.47 PgC/yr and 1.43 ± 0.66 PgC/yr for GOSAT inversions, respectively, with and without the use of surface data). Unlike Reuter et al. [2014] , who only verify their results using independent data within the European domain, we can investigate the extent to which an increased carbon uptake at midlatitude to high latitude is supported by observational constraints on background concentrations at large scales.
First, we investigate the relation between the vertical gradient of CO 2 at midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere and the annual CO 2 exchange over Tropical and NH Extratropical land, similar to the approach that was used in Stephens et al. [2007] (referred to as S07 further on). For our experiment, the availability of useful aircraft measurements is limited to the HIPPO campaigns that took place within the time window of our experiment (HIPPO 2, October 2009; HIPPO 3, March 2010). The results are plotted in Figure 7 , which is equivalent to Figure 3b in S07 except that we have a poorer sampling of the annual mean. This is expressed by the gray bar, representing the uncertainty of the measured vertical profile, which is wider than in S07. To improve the statistics we do not evaluate the CO 2 difference at 1 and 4 km altitude like in S07, but between the ranges 900-800 hPa and 700-400 hPa. We do acknowledge that we have only a rather poor seasonal sampling, which prevents a one-to-one comparison with S07. Still, it is a useful reference for other comparisons that follow later in this section.
According to S07, inversions that match the observed latitudinal gradient of CO 2 at the surface show a clear relationship between the CO 2 exchange in the Tropics and northern latitudes that is determined by vertical mixing in the model. Differences in vertical mixing modify the vertical gradient of CO 2 , which is tested using aircraft measurements, thus providing a constraint on the ratio between tropical and extratropical carbon fluxes. Models that classify as realistic in S07 show a relatively weak uptake of −1.5 PgC/yr at northern latitudes combined with a weak tropical emission of 0.1 PgC/yr. Our results (see Figure 7) show relationships that are less tight, which can be explained by the fact that the inversions use different measurements, different prior fluxes, etc. In addition, the observed vertical profiles are reproduced with a much larger northern latitude carbon uptake (around 4 PgC/yr) and tropical release (up to 2 PgC/yr). For the GOSAT-only inversions this could imply that they do not satisfy the latitudinal gradient as observed by the ground-based network. However, since the GOSAT+Flask inversions are optimized to satisfy that constraint and result in latitudinally shifted uptakes also, there must be another explanation.
One possibility is a difference in the meridional gradient between the boundary layer and the free troposphere, which are constrained in a different way by the surface and satellite data. Again the vertical profiles measured during the HIPPO campaigns offer an excellent validation opportunity. To investigate this, modeled and measured samples between 900 hPa and 300 hPa were averaged over 30 ∘ N-60 ∘ N and 30 ∘ S-30 ∘ N. The difference between these latitudinal bands is plotted in Figure 8 . The results point to a reduction in the north-south gradient of CO 2 when GOSAT data are used, although there is no clear relationship with the inversion-derived fluxes for Tropical Land and the NH. Extratropical Land. The reduced north-south gradients of CO 2 drift outside the HIPPO supported range, indicating that inversions using GOSAT data perform less well in this test. It would be interesting to know whether this is caused by the intrahemispheric transport in the models, or by the GOSAT retrievals. Our free format intercomparison experiment is not well suited to isolate the role of model transport, but it would be an interesting target for future intercomparisons.
The results in Figure 8 raise the question how well the GOSAT+Flask inversions reproduce the meridional gradient of CO 2 as observed near the surface. Furthermore, a potentially important degree of freedom in our comparison is longitudinal variation. The large distance between the HIPPO measurements over the Pacific and the centers of action in our inversions, located in Europe and Northern Africa, likely weakens the connection between vertical CO 2 gradients and meridional flux differences. To address these questions, a similar comparison as in Figure 8 has been made using surface measurements from NOAA-ESRL (see Figure 9) , spanning a wide range in longitude. For this purpose, background sites were selected in the Tropics (sites ASC, ASK, GMI, MLO, RPB, SMO, SEY, and MKN) and the Northern Hemisphere Extratropics (sites ALT, BRW, CBA, ICE, SHM, STM, SUM, and ZEP), including sites in the Arctic, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans. The results (Figure 9) show that several inversions using GOSAT data end up outside the range that is supported by the measurements, like in the comparison with HIPPO data.
The uncertainty range requires some further attention, because the difference between the tropical and high-latitude measurements varies with season. This is a signal that is resolved by the data and therefore does not reflect measurement uncertainty, although it limits our ability to quantify the annual mean latitudinal difference. Since the models are sampled just like the surface measurements, the seasonal variability does not influence the uncertainty of the mean difference between model and measurement. It explains why most of the surface-only inversions end up well within the 1 range of Figure 8 . The observational uncertainty in the difference between tropical and high-latitude samples is rather determined by the accuracy of the sampling network, which should be within 0.2 ppm. As can be seen in Figure 8 , most of the GOSAT-only and GOSAT+Flask inversions do not satisfy that constraint. Compared with Figure 8 , GOSAT inversions show a somewhat clearer relationship between Tropical and Extratropical fluxes and CO 2 gradients, favoring combinations of lower Tropical carbon release and lower Extratropical uptake, although there is still a sizable scatter. Overall, our results indicate that the GOSAT-induced push toward higher Northern Hemispheric carbon uptake does not improve the consistency between the inversionoptimized atmospheric states and in situ measurements.
A possible explanation for this result is the seasonal variation in coverage of GOSAT, which varies with latitude following solar insolation. As a result, the data impose a stronger constraint on the European biosphere in summer than in winter. This way, an offset in the annual mean XCO 2 between retrieved and model simulated GOSAT data would have a stronger impact during summer than during winter, which may disturb the annual balance 10.1002/2014JD022962 between growth and respiration causing an artificial sink. The potential importance of sampling biases in inverse modeling applications of satellite data was confirmed in a synthetic study by Liu et al. [2014] .
Even if the increased uptake during summer is real, the annual uptake may still be influenced by a seasonal sampling bias. Because of the tight correlation between photosynthesis and respiration, a stronger production during summer is likely compensated, to some extent, by a stronger respiration during winter. However, if the latter is not, or less well observed, the winter season flux would stay close to the prior. The inversion setups that are used could be made less sensitive to such a sampling bias, by accounting for the relationship between productivity and respiration in the prior flux covariance matrix. This way, the optimal solution would show increased wintertime respiration in response to an increased summer uptake in the absence of measurements during winter.
If our models, which do not account for such correlations, underestimate winter time respiration over Europe, then this may be tested using independent data. We have investigated the modeled and observed seasonal cycles of XCO 2 at the European TCCON sites Bialystok, Garmisch, and Bremen. This choice was motivated by the Taylor plot for TCCON in Figure 2 . The narrow range of correlations between models and data reflects a dominant role of the seasonal cycle. Given the importance of seasonality, the wide range in modeled standard deviations could reflect differences in seasonal amplitude. However, upon closer inspection of the inversion-optimized seasonal cycles at the European TCCON sites, we find that short-term variations in XCO 2 play an important role also (not shown). Because of this the comparisons show too much scatter to verify a possible impact of sampling bias on the seasonal amplitude. There is also no clear relationship between the standard deviations in the TCCON panel of Figure 2 and the corresponding annual carbon uptakes over Europe.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The inverse modeling technique provides a consistent statistical framework for combining information about surface fluxes and atmospheric mole fractions of CO 2 to derive improved flux estimates. Inverse modeling intercomparisons are important for assessing the importance of sources of uncertainty, such as transport model uncertainties, that are difficult to account for in a single inversion. In addition, the free format of our experiments, allowing among others the use of different GOSAT retrieval products, also accounts for uncertainties of satellite retrievals that are difficult to quantify within a single retrieval scheme or in comparison with TCCON measurements. By evaluating the performance of inversions using independent data, we avoid that our uncertainty ranges reflect that of the less realistic extremes, although the performances of our inversions turned out to be rather comparable. On the scale of TRANSCOM regions, many features that show up in single inversions prove not to be robust, as compared with the uncertainty of the weighted means. The most robust signal is a shift in the annual CO 2 uptake over land of ∼1 PgC/yr from the Tropics to the Northern Hemisphere Extratropics. This result is dominated by contributions from TRANSCOM regions Europe (0.7 PgC/yr increased uptake) and Northern Africa (0.9 PgC/yr increased release). However, it remains difficult to confirm the validity of it using independent data. A possible cause of the increased biospheric uptake over Europe is the seasonally varying measurement coverage of GOSAT measurements at midlatitude to high latitude of the Northern Hemisphere. As expected in this case, the increased annual carbon sink is largely explained by flux corrections during late spring and summer, when the data coverage is best. Compensating increases in respiration during winter may not be represented well enough by the limited available data during this season. The inversion methods that are used in this study are expected to be sensitive to spatiotemporal variations in measurement coverage. Currently, however, the evidence of sampling biases playing an important role is still limited, since the available TCCON data during winter do not show a significant sign of underestimated XCO 2 in GOSAT-optimized models that show a large annual uptake of CO 2 over Europe. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of inverse modeling results to the seasonally varying measurement coverage of satellites should be investigated in further detail.
Comparisons of measured and inversion-optimized meridional gradients in background CO 2 show that inversions using GOSAT data tend to underestimate this gradient, indicating that the shift in carbon uptake toward higher latitudes of at least some of these models is not supported by in situ measurements. The range of results obtained using different models also points to possibility of transport model uncertainties playing an important role. By combining the results of our study with those of Takagi et al. [2014] , we derive a comparable contribution of models and satellite retrievals to the overall uncertainty. Since the evidence for this is still
